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Wool, Needle & Thread
100 Vintage Designs to Embroider by Hand or
Machine! Redwork embroidery, long admired for its
simple, homey designs, is more popular than ever.
And what better source for great redwork designs
than The WORKBASKET®, a classic magazine with a
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60-year tradition of providing readers with great, doable crafting projects. Now Redwork from The
WORKBASKET makes it easy to re-create the warm,
nostalgic feel of vintage redwork designs on your
linens, aprons, even quilts, whether you embroider by
hand or machine. With Redwork from The
WORKBASKET you get: A CD-ROM containing 100
vintage designs digitized for machine embroidery in
seven common machine formats All designs in JPEG
and PDF formats so hand embroiderers can create
their own transfers 12 projects, from an apron and
wall art to a bed quilt, presented in easy-to-follow
steps How-to basics for both machine and hand
embroidery, a design index plus features on the
history of redwork and The WORKBASKET® See for
yourself—100 embroidery designs mean 100 reasons
to love Redwork from The WORKBASKET! Please note
that the digital version of this book does not include
the accompanying CD-ROM.

Mandy Shaw's Red & White Christmas
In the 1880s, the introduction of a colorfast red thread
from Turkey led to the trend of creating redwork
items for the home. Stubbings shares a patterns for a
collection of eclectic projects, from traditional designs
to modern aesthetics. The pull-out sheets include fullsized tracing patterns.

Patchwork Loves Embroidery
LA# 5405 - Simple Pleasures in Redwork Little birds
pause to sing or spread their elegant wings in this
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collection of ten embroidery patterns by Kathy
Schmitz. The wall hangings and pillows are just
perfect for adding timeless style to your home's
decor. Embroider and sew a bluebird shoulder bag to
carry your needlework or necessities. Create a
graceful bird pincushion or a "bird's nest" folding
notions keeper. These heirloom-quality designs will
have everyone chirping over your talent and excellent
taste! 10 projects for embroidery: Bluebird Nest
Shoulder Bag, In My Garden Drawer Sachet, Sing
Hanging Sachet, Soar Pincushion, Quill Bird Pillow,
Blackbird Sings Wall Hanging, A Bird's Life Pillow,
Redbird Sampler Wall Hanging, Ruby's Notions
Keeper, and Summer Reigns Wall Hanging.

Redwork for Quilts
Keep more than just a journal - keep a record of your
quilting life! Photographed at designer Lisa Bongean's
beautiful lakeside home, this inspiring week-by-week
journal is filled with eye candy to enjoy year-round.
Answer fun prompts to create lists for must-do
quilting adventures, keep track of projects, document
gift and charity quilts, or simply keep this gorgeous
date book as a memory journal for future generations
of quilters in your family to cherish. All in a perfect
size to carry in your bag on the go!

A Quilter's Journal
Happy Flower Quilts is the most colorful and cheerful
collection of quilted projects around. Originally
published in Japan, this book showcases master
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quilter and fabric designer Atsuko Matsuyama's
unique ability to combine bright colors and fun prints.
Packed with over 30 projects, quilters will be inspired
to create colorful and print rich quilts, bags and more.
Step-by-step instructions are included for all projects.

How to Make Christmas Wreaths and
Garlands
A gorgeous collection of fun projects for your home
and garden in Mandy Shaw's unmistakeable style.
Combining applique, embroidery, patchwork, quilting
and sewing, Stitch at Home is a fabric lover’s dream,
featuring 20 hand and machine sewing projects in 9
themed sections. Be inspired by Mandy's unique
motifs and fresh colour palette of teal, raspberry,
cream and brown. Each project features step-by-step
instructions and illustrated techniques, making even
the more complex projects beginner-friendly, and the
book even includes stitch diagrams for both right and
left-handers. Inside Stitch at Home: Get Ready to
Stitch – Most of the projects in this book are
decorated with applique, embellished with simple
hand embroidery stitches. Includes information about
the fabrics and threads used for the projects, advice
on working with applique using fusible webbing, and
working with stitches, using Mandy’s favourite
stitches from satin stitch to blanket stitch. Home – A
stitchery sampler, depicting the simpler things in life,
and features almost all the embroidery stitches that
Mandy has used. Tea Time – Start your own tea time
magic with this striking Union Jack inspired tea cosy
and a tablecloth that is ready laid out for the
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occasion! Sewing – This Sewing Machine Cover will
prove a beautiful and practical way of covering your
big white sewing machine, with colourful fabrics and
pockets to store your sewing essentials; needles,
threads, pencils. For when you want to stitch-on-thego, the Cottage Sewing Case provides a handy way to
take your stitching tools with you! Pets – Mandy
introduces you to her pets and shows you how to
pamper your own pooch, with a sturdy dog bed, a
dandy neckerchief for a dog's collar, and Mandy’s dog
has even inspired a delightful soft toy project. Beach –
Learn how to restore an old deckchair with heavy
weight upholstery fabric, a roomy beach bag to store
all of your beach essentials, and colourful bunting to
hang in your garden. Village – Mandy teaches you
how to make the perfect patchwork quilt, with its easy
pieced block and simple applique shapes. Garden –
Create an easy-to-make and simple to erect tepee
perfect for children or pets, a weatherproof garden
kneeler essential for any keen gardener, and a handy
leaf bag. House – These cutwork cushions made with
felt and fusible webbing are inspired by English artist
Rob Ryan and the art of paper cutting. Christmas – Be
reminded of childhood and making traditional
gingerbread houses when creating this embroidered
fabric version, the perfect gift, and these delightful
little gingerbread men to decorate the Christmas tree.
Techniques – More detailed advice on techniques such
as binding, sugar bagging, edging with ric-rac braid,
making envelope cushions and utility stitches.
Templates – all the templates that you will need to
create the projects. Get stitching with gorgeous
embroidery and applique projects for your home, your
garden and your loved ones! From sweet little handPage 5/21
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sewn makes to whip up in an evening to intricate
heirloom projects to take your time with, this beautiful
collection has over 20 truly stunning ideas!

Garden Party Stitchery
Step back in time with 15 favorite patchwork-quilt
patterns from the Civil War Legacies collection by
Carol Hopkins. Each pattern design features classic
blocks evocative of the era, beautifully showcasing
today's reproduction quilt fabrics. Wonderfully
scrappy, small quilt patterns in sizes perfect for wall
hangings and doll quilts Simple, step-by-step
instructions with clear diagrams and pressing
directions Value-packed collection with something for
every skill level

Simply Redwork
Join the redwork revival with Alex Anderson at your
side! Alex combines redwork with subtle, white-onwhite words in the background, creating a shadow
effect you’ll love. 10 complete projects, including
wallhangings, pillows, and a quilt. 24 original designs
featuring hearts, fruit, and flowers with lovely
sentimental phrases. Advice on fabric and thread
decisions, plus full instructions for stitching and
finishing. Perfect take-along projects for stitchers on
the go!

Secret Garden Embroidery
Best-selling author Gail Pan returns with a new
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collection of designs that are a dream to embroider
and a delight to admire! Inspired by Gail's daily walks,
an abundance of sweet motifs includes bees and
bunnies, houses and hearts, and her signature bird,
leaf, and vine stitcheries. New to embroidery? Learn
just eight simple stitches to create any project in the
book. Choose from a pillow, pouch, pincushion, and
tote, plus wall hangings, table toppers, and sewingrelated items. Enjoy your finished projects at home or
give them as gifts--you'll want to make them all!

Simply Redwork
Stitch 'em up, pile 'em high, and enjoy! These sweet
little pillows are irresistibly fun to stitch! Thirty petite
bowl fillers are a snap to make with Debbie's easy
wool-applique techniques, embroidery stitches, and
finishing steps. With a folk-art flair that encourages
creativity, you can welcome guests, delight family
and friends, and add sweet touches to your
decor--simply assemble, arrange, admire, and adore!
Or fill them with crushed walnut shells and use them
as pincushions instead. Wool-and-cotton cuties in
seven heartwarming categories require only scraps of
fabric, bits of thread, fiberfill stuffing, and
embellishments you may already have on hand.

Civil War Legacies
Make Christmas come alive in these festive quilts!
Bestselling author Mary Hickey shares her signature
style in designs that will instantly fill your home with
the holiday spirit. Find a world of Christmas joy in
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pieced and appliqued delights featuring angels,
snowmen, and sparkling stars Choose from 14
projects in various sizes, including lap quilts, table
runners, and a unique banner Find bright colors mixed
with traditional designs, all sure to be cherished each
time the calendar turns to the holidays

Shadow Redwork With Alex Anderson
The definitive guide to wool applique and embroidery!
Welcome to beloved designer Lisa Bongean's private
classroom! Toss the trial-and-error and learn from
Lisa's decades of experience how she creates her
exquisite stitcheries step by step: wool applique,
embroidery, and more. Filled with close-up photos of
Lisa's hands working her magic, this book will help
you master each technique down to the tiniest detail.
Start with Lisa's fabric tips; then move on to her
favorite tools, templates, threads, and needles. How
does she create her slim vines, pretty pennies, and
flower appliques? It's all here, along with a dozen
embroidery stitches in photos so clear, you'll know
exactly how to re-create them. Lisa also shares five
sweet projects to make yourself, rounding out this
jam-packed volume that will teach you how to start,
stitch, and finish your projects more accurately, more
confidently, and more beautifully than ever before.

Comfort and Joy
Stitch your very own horticultural haven with What
Delilah Did. Step into Miranda Merriweather's
magnificent secret garden, where lucky clovers grow
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in spades and the towering tulips reach six feet tall.
This whimsical collection of botanical-inspired
needlework projects will take you from budding
novice to confident stitcher as you explore a variety
of simple counted embroidery techniques. Bursting
with colour and filled with designs to suit a range of
abilities, you needn't be green-fingered to recreate a
slice of this magical rural retreat in your own home.
Keep your eyes open for beautiful Lacewing
Butterflies, Arbour Alphabet Flags, a super-sweet Milk
and Honey Bee and a naughty little Early Bird called
Gerald who is guaranteed to brighten up your
summer. Projects are design-led, practical and
colourful, and many can be completed within a
weekend. The style is light and folksy but still retains
What Delilah Did's signature pared-down and stylish
aesthetic. Materials are high quality, with an
emphasis on texture and sophisticated colours. Florals
play a large part, but are beautiful and modern rather
than flouncy, ranging from folky to botanical in style.

Simply Applique
Mandy Shaw's unmistakable style provides a
gorgeous collection of stitches and projects, all in
natural fabrics in the stylish cream and red color
palette. This book is a perfect introduction to eleven
simple stitches, with step-by-step instruction for both
right and left handers. This book allows you to create
stunning gifts and home accessories which are
personal and unique, while also leaving room for
inspiration and creativity.
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Celebrate with a Stitch
Simple to stitch and so much fun, these whimsical
hand-embroidery projects feature winter's most
charismatic characters--snowmen. You won't be able
to get enough of these roly-poly snowmen as they
cook, sew, quilt, and frolic in a winter wonderland
created by you! Charming snowman patterns let you
showcase your handwork while creating adorable
decor Easy, portable projects make great gifts and
festive holiday decorations--including a table runner,
pillow, ornaments, and more Mix-and-match motifs let
you customize your embroidery with just a few simple
supplies

Stitch Love: Sweet Creatures Big and
Small
Celebrity crafter and designer Mandy Shaw shows you
how to create a beautiful redwork embroidered quilt.
The quilt is made up of nine heart blocks each with a
different motif. The hearts can be combined to create
a gorgeous quilt but you can also choose from 20
simple sewn projects including a key holder, brooch
and pin cushion.

Mandy's Magical Christmas
"Here's your chance to get up close and personal with
an amazing collections of crazies!" - Quilter's
Newsletter Magazine. Made from the finest silks,
satins, and velvets and stitched together with
elaborate embroidery, the crazy quilt is a testament
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to quilters’ rich imagination and artistry. This
beautiful book traces the bewitching history of
“Crazies” from their earliest origins to the present
day. Distinguished quilting teacher and appraiser
Cindy Brick follows the crazy quilt from colonial times,
the Civil War, the Victorian era, and through today,
decoding the mystery and meaning of these curious
quilts. Also included is a detailed how-to section on
constructing crazy quilts. Brick offers methods for
planning, piecing, and embroidering or embellishing
your quilt, and gives numerous helpful tips that only
an expert could provide.

Work & Play Redwork Through the Day
Perfect your appliqu skills with this simple and stressfree technique from Helen Stubbings of Hugs 'n
Kisses. Extensive how-to's on Helen's simple glue
stick appliqu method by hand or machine. 11 projects
from small cushions to large quilts; decorate your
couch or snuggle under a large bed quilt. Step-bystep instructions and diagrams for each project. Files
on CD for printing templates direct onto appliqu
paper, full size layout designs and template and stitch
guides. Tips from Helen on choosing fabrics and quilt
ideas, quilt making basics and lots more. Includes
complete supply lists and tips.

Quilt by Color
Combining simple embroidery stitches and red
embroidery floss, these projects are easy enough for
a beginner and perfect for a seasoned quilter who
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needs a refresher course in embroidery work. The
projects, which make perfect gifts for the
contemporary and the traditional home, include a
pillow with a matching over-the-door wall quilt, a
table runner with matching place mats, a small floral
bouquet wall quilt, a sampler quilt, and seven antique
seed-packet designs to place on towels. These and
original redwork designs can be used in any number
of combinations, allowing crafters to create a versatile
and varied range of gifts.

Penny Squares
Quilters, crafters, and embroiderers of all skill levels
will be thrilled with these whimsical patterns from
Australian designer Gail Pan. Featuring full-sized handembroidery designs, Patchwork Loves Embroidery is
for anyone who wants to enjoy the relaxing hobby of
putting needle to thread. Select from 15 patchwork
and hand-embroidery projects, including wall
hangings, table runners, totes, and fabric covers for
books or folders Quickly learn the basics of hand
embroidery: using the correct needle, choosing
threads and fabrics, and transferring the designs
Embellish projects with sweet, garden-inspired motifs
ranging from charming little birds to beautiful flowers,
fanciful cottages, and more

Stitch At Home
Shares the author's fresh approach to quilting with an
emphasis on fun, fast results, and fabulous quilts. This
title includes step-by-step instructions that guide you
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through 10 projects that can be made using fat
quarters. It shows you how to use the remaining
scraps of fabric to sew delightful accessories, toys,
home decor items and gifts.|Talented author Mandy
Shaw shares her fresh approach to quilting with an
emphasis on fun, fast results, and fabulous quilts! Full
step-by-step instructions guide you through 10
gorgeous quilting projects ti stitch and sew that have
plenty of 'wow' factor, but won't take a lifetime to
complete. All the projects can be made using fat
quarters and when the main project is finished, Mandy
shows you how to use up the remaining scraps of
fabric to sew delightful accessories, toys, home decor
items and gifts. Projects include wall hangings, a cot
quilt, picnic rug and 'Welcome' sampler. With a clear
and comprehensive section covering techniques, tips
and templates, this is a book for quilters and sewing
enthusiasts to dip into again and again.

Patchwork Loves Embroidery Too
From first step to last stitch, learn to quilt the Alex
Anderson way! With more than one million books
sold, the author who taught the world to quilt is back
again! Internet and television personality Alex
Anderson’s "big book" of quilting includes
indispensible, straightforward advice—essential tools,
binding basics, and easy-to-understand piecing and
appliqué. Become a master of hand and machine
quilting, and finish with professional touches that will
turn you into a confident, lifelong quilter. Whether
you’re a beginner or an experienced quilter, this musthave compendium will find a permanent home next to
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your sewing machine!

Sunbonnet Sue Redwork Collection
A dozen delightful "Kitty Homemaker" embroidery
patterns are framed by traditional patchwork in four
old-fashioned quilt projects. Patterns are provided on
transfer paper.

Elegant Flowers Hand Embroidery
Patterns
Stylishly themed in Red & White, Mandy Shaw's Red &
White Christmas Projects are sure to inspire you to
pick up your needle and thread and start stitching.
The book contains 10 stunningly photographed
projects and over 25 full sized patterns and motifs
that range from quick and effective tree decorations
to a stunning quilt.

Simple Pleasures in Redwork
Redwork is published by Fitzhenry and Whiteside.

Snow Happy
Work & Play--Redwork Through the Day (Leisure Arts
#5274) presents 10 whimsical embroidery designs of
youngsters romping, playing games, and doing
chores. These irresistibly playful designs are from
Dolores Storm of Lakadaisies.com, who has been
winning the hearts of stitchers everywhere with her
folk-art portrayals of childhood. Each fun design uses
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only one or two easy embroidery stitches. And did you
know? Redwork doesn't have to be red! Use your
favorite floss color, and if you want, follow our
instructions to use tea or coffee to dye your fabric for
an antique folk-art look. 10 designs: Jumping Rope,
Driving, Gardening, Ironing, Sewing, Wash A Dish,
Along Came a Spider, Fishing, Rocking Baby, and
Skating.

Changing Seasons
The crafter behind the popular blog Wild Olive offers
25 different embroidery patterns and project
instructions for creating adorable little critters,
including farm and woodland animals, dinosaurs and
mythical creatures. Original.

Redwork Blizzard Buddies
Best-selling author Gail Pan's sweet and sentimental
embroideries take on a delightful new twist! Small
patchwork quilts include spaces to spotlight
interchangeable embroidery panels, making it easy to
replace one pretty piece for another to reflect the
time of year. Four types of projects inspired by
seasons, holidays, celebrations, and the comforts of
home mean there's always a beautiful stitchery to
display. In addition to small quilts and framed art, Gail
includes seven embroidered banners for all kinds of
occasions that will make even ordinary days special.

Redwork
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11 fabric Christmas decoration projects.

Happy Flower Quilts
Hand embroidery patterns of 10 unique elegant
flowers. Designs are beginner friendly and consist of
straight stitches only. All you need to do is transfer to
your fabric using your favorite method and start
stitching! Our embroidery patterns are designed in
the 'redwork' style, but feel free to use your creativity
to explore other colors to match your project. Each
design is provided in 4 sizes ranging from about 3
inches to approximately 7-8 inches. Use your
imagination to create your own projects ranging from
quilts to pillow covers to wall-hangings and more!
Also included are a few basic embroidery tips, but a
basic embroidery knowledge is helpful

Modern Log Cabin Quilting
If you think quilting is too difficult or too complicated,
you’re not alone. Cutting hundreds of pieces and
joining angled seams can be tough work! But log
cabin quilting—an artful and simple way to piece
strips of fabric around a central square—is different.
From the intuitive construction through the straightline stitching, this style of quilting is simple as can be.
In Modern Log Cabin Quilting, Susan Beal outlines the
entire process from start to finish, including basic
quilting how-to as well as extensive design, fabric,
and embellishment information. Since all log cabin
designs follow the same formula, once you master
straight lines and right angles, any of the 25 projects
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in this book are possible. From stash-friendly designs
like the Charming Camera Case to more ambitious
undertakings like the Vintage Linens Quilt, there’s
sure to be a project that will get you into (or bring you
back to) quilting! From the Trade Paperback edition.

Stitches from the Garden
Blizzard Buddies has 10 unique redwork quilting
projects with more than 17 embroidered
interchangable motifs to personalize your own snow
village.

Kitties to Stitch & Quilt
Make beautiful scrap quilts that are as easy as paint
by numbers! Best-selling author and Instagram
sensation Susan Ache is back to share her secrets for
making astonishing scrap quilts. Susan used
coordinated Moda Color Cuts bundles for a scrappy
yet planned look. You can do the same, or substitute
fabrics from your stash. Susan's approach to fabric
selection makes it a snap to re-create her coveted,
spectacularly scrappy look. Just grab one or two (or
more!) Color Cuts bundles to begin. Each bundle
contains 12 different prints in a similar colorway. So if
you prefer to use your stash, simply use 12 greens or
12 blues or 12 grays that you've got on hand. Either
way, you're headed in the right direction to create
your own beautifully planned scrap quilts.

Quilt Yourself Gorgeous
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Indulge in the sentimental pleasures of stitcheries
with wistful vintage artistry. Inspired by nature and
stitched with the gentle romance of days gone by,
noted artist Kathy Schmitz creates designs that use
simple embroidery to create thoughtful keepsakes.
Select from a variety of elegant embroidery projects,
including a pillow, pincushion, wall decoration, tote
bag, and more Find success with each design--clear
illustrations demonstrate how to master every
featured embroidery stitch Revel in Kathy Schmitz's
original artwork, gracefully presented throughout the
book

Redwork from The WORKBASKET
Over 20 stylish projects featuring Mandy Shaw's
unique motifs for births, birthdays, weddings,
Christmas and other celebrations. Features bunting
and pennant designs that can be adapted to suit any
occasion. Perfect for all abilities, with clear step-bystep instructions and stitch diagrams for both right
and left handers.

Stitch with Love
For quilt historians, pattern collectors, and creative
quilters, this book offers Penny Square quilts and
embroidery patterns that tell stories or offer insight
into the spirit of the quiltmaker. Create your own bit
of history with the simple art of a Penny Square.

All Things Quilting with Alex Anderson
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Nobody does a handmade Christmas like Mandy
Shaw! Learn how to decorate your home with unique
and personal touches with this gorgeous collection of
sewing patterns from the Queen of Christmas Craft.
Featuring Mandy's signature Redwork designs and
cute folk-inspired characters, this charming book
brings Mandy's best-loved Christmas projects
together into one volume. With inspiring lifestyle
photography, step-by-step instructions and full-size
templates, you'll learn to sew wreaths, garlands,
pennants, hanging decorations and more, and bring
some of Mandy's sparkle to your own magical
Christmas.

Bowl Me Over
Gail Pan's whimsical, cheerful embroidery style is
incredibly easy to re-create, whether you're an
experienced stitcher or have never picked up a
needle. Finishing is a breeze with projects that are so
portable and quick you can stitch while traveling,
socializing, or even waiting for an appointment. Gail
explains it all: which needles to use, how to choose
thread, how to mark the designs on fabric, how to
make each stitch, and more Featuring 17 festive
designs to bedeck gift tags, pillows, wall hangings,
Christmas stockings, table runners, a bag, and much
more Enjoy a satisfying and relaxing way to decorate
your home for the holidays--or create one-of-a-kind
gifts from the heart

Christmas Patchwork Loves Embroidery
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Redwork embroidery is a great craft to do while
watching TV or during downtime on a trip. It doesn't
require many supplies to get started, and the stitches
are easy to learn. Pattern designer Loyce Saxton
offers 16 Sunbonnet Sue embroidery designs with
step-by-step instructions for employing them. Enjoy
the delightful, nostalgic images of the character from
a time when life moved more slowly. This collection
includes all 16 embroidery designs on iron-on transfer
sheets as well as on paper for tracing, providing
crafters with options. The Redwork Basics section in
the front of the book is very informative and includes
a stitch guide. For beginner to intermediate
needleworkers, sewers, and quilters, this book also
gives 10 suggested projects for using the designs.
Quilts, aprons, bibs, book covers—the possibilites are
endless!

Crazy Quilts
Originally known as Penny Squares, these blocks are
little pieces of history that work in modern quilts.
Each of these 59 Redwork embroidery designs can be
used as a quilt block. Versatile designs to appliqué,
embellish, or quilt.
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